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Paul Elswick started Paul’s Repair Shop in 1958 to repair underground mining equipment, trucks and other machinery. In
the mid-1960’s, there was a demand for low seam mining equipment and Paul developed the Mark IV roof bolting
machine to install roof bolts with greater protection of miners. These machines were built with various heights and
configurations and proved to be indispensable yet affordable for small underground truck mines throughout the United
States.
As times and demands changed, the need for increased mine ventilation prompted a change in direction for the company
to meet the needs of the industry. Since that time, over 5,000 custom ventilation systems have been built, rebuilt, or
installed throughout the USA, Canada and Mexico by Paul’s Repair Shop Inc. which was rebranded Pauls Fans.
Today, the work of the late Paul Elswick is continued by his son Todd and the company now focuses entirely on building,
installing, and servicing mine and industrial ventilation fans. For many years the company has been known throughout the
mining industry for its quality industrial ventilation systems. Pauls Fans manufactures the original Jeffrey Fan and is
nationwide underground distributor of Aerovent/Clarage centrifugal fans.
Pauls Fans has the knowledge and experience to handle any ventilation need. The company also services and repairs all
other makes and models, typically with in-stock replacement parts. The experienced and professional employees of Pauls
Fans reduce downtime and save expense with turnkey installations by eliminating the need for outside contractors.
Full service repair with 24/7 expertly trained staff is available to resolve ventilation issues in a timely and efficient manner.
Complete fans, parts, and blades are kept in stock. Custom ducting is manufactured and installed, and laser alignment
and computer balancing services are available. In-house project management eliminates outsourcing. Turnkey installation
is provided and servicing, repair, and rebuilding of all types of ventilation fans and blowers are carried out.
For the interview with Todd Elswick, click here.
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